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I. Overview
Thin-film microcrystalline silicon and related materials are a promising class of materials currently under development for photovoltaic applications. These materials have attracted considerable interest owing to their high stability, carrier mobility, and doping efficiency, making them promising candidates for low-cost, efficient, and reliable solar cells. The work carried out under this subcontract has provided advanced characterization in support of the development of these materials for photovoltaic applications. The studies, using time-resolved optical methods and positron annihilation spectroscopy, focus on characterization of carrier processes and defect states that are important to understand, and thereby control, to optimize photovoltaic efficiency. This work advances the objectives of the NREL/DOE National Photovoltaic Program by providing unique and innovative characterization methods for photovoltaic materials, by advancing the development of a promising new class of photovoltaic materials through interaction with ongoing materials research at NREL, and by advancing the fundamental scientific understanding of this important class of electronic materials.
In this work, systematic studies as a function of key material parameters have been carried out to develop a more detailed understanding of conductivity processes. Femtosecond laser spectroscopic techniques are used to probe photoexcited carrier processes, including carrier trapping and recombination, as well as carrier thermalization, providing key parameters for conductivity models. An important part of the work involves the application of recently developed methods for generation and detection of femtosecond pulses in the far-infrared (or THz) spectral range. Time-resolved measurements of photoexcited carrier dynamics using farinfrared probe pulses provide a direct measure of the photoconductivity on fast time scales. As discussed below, our time-resolved THz measurements are particularly sensitive to carrier dynamics involving band tail states, and have provided new insight into conductivity processes in disordered electronic materials. Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) measurements on a variety of materials have provided unique information on the nature and concentration of defect states.
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II. Materials Studied
The structure of thin-film microcrystalline silicon (µc-Si:H, also sometimes referred to as nanocrystalline silicon, or nc-Si:H) can be described qualitatively as a collection of nanometerto micron-scale silicon crystallites embedded in a hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) matrix. Important material parameters for µc-Si:H include the size of the crystallites and the crystalline fraction, or ratio of the volumes of the crystalline and amorphous components. The composition of the films can be controlled by varying the hydrogen dilution ratio during deposition, yielding materials that span the transition from the amorphous to the microcrystalline state, with increasingly larger grain size and crystalline fraction at higher dilution ratios. "Edge" material at the amorphous to microcrystalline phase boundary has attracted particular interest as a result of its favorable electronic properties and resistance to the photoinduced degradation processes characteristic of thin-film amorphous silicon.
Important issues for the development of this material for photovoltaic applications include understanding the nature of the conductivity mechanism, and especially the role of defects and trapping at the grain boundary regions. An important question addressed by this work is the extent to which the physics of this heterogeneous material can be understood simply as a combination of the properties of the separate phases. We have carried out systematic studies on µc-Si:H in which the material composition is varied through the amorphous to microcrystalline phase transition, and in which the crystallite size and crystalline fraction are systematically varied. To further address issues related to contributions from component phases, we have also carried out studies of a-Si:H and related a-SiGe:H alloys and of bulk crystalline silicon.
Specific materials studied include:
• HWCVD and PECVD µc-Si:H over a range of compositions spanning the amorphous to microcrystalline phase transition (NREL)
• solid-phase epitaxial Si regrown from ion-beam amorphized Si (Caltech)
• PECVD a-Si:H and µc-Si:H (United Solar Systems Corp.) 3 • HWCVD and PECVD a-Si:H (NREL)
• HWCVD a-Si x Ge 1-x :H over a range of compositions x = 0.02 to 0.5 (NREL)
• c-Si
• Studies of defects in GaInNAs (NREL) by PAS were also carried out under this subcontract
III. Methods
A. Time-Resolved Optical Techniques
Time-resolved optical measurements were carried out under the direction of Prof. Susan
Dexheimer. The femtosecond time-resolved studies are done using the pump-probe technique, in which an ultrashort pump pulse (~ 35 fs in duration) excites carriers in the sample, and a time- (For reference, a frequency of 1 THz corresponds to a wavelength of 300 µm, and an energy of 4.1 meV or 33 cm -1 .) These studies were carried using an optical pump / THz probe technique, 4 in which carriers are generated with a femtosecond optical pump pulse, and the resulting dynamics are probed using an ultrashort THz pulse that is generated synchronously with the pump pulse. The transmitted THz probe pulse can be spectrally resolved via Fourier analysis of its measured waveform. As a result, the far-infrared spectrum associated with the photoexcitations can be determined as a function of time following the initial excitation. Since the full time-dependent electric field waveform of the transmitted THz pulse can be measured, both the real (index) and imaginary (absorption) part of the far-infrared optical response can be obtained.
Time-resolved spectroscopy using femtosecond THz pulses is an important emerging technique. Time-domain THz spectroscopy directly probes the conductivity mechanisms in electronic materials, since the frequency dependent complex conductivity associated with the carriers is directly proportional to the measured far-infrared response. The THz frequency range corresponds to typical inverse scattering times in electronic materials, making this an important frequency range to study for comparison of the measured frequency-dependent conductivity with physical models. As shown in our work below, THz measurements provide unique insight into transport in disordered systems, since the THz spectral range spans the energy distribution of band tail states that dominate carrier transport in these materials. The apparatus used for our time-resolved THz measurements is discussed in detail in publication [10] .
B. Positron Beam Techniques
Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) studies were carried out under the direction of Prof. Kelvin Lynn. The PAS techniques, which directly probe the electron momentum distribution in the material, have been used to characterize the nature and concentration of defect states. All variants of PAS are based on the fact that, upon annihilation with an electron, the combined momentum of the electron-positron pair will cause small deviations (Doppler shifts) in the energies of the two emerging photons, as well as deviations in angle from the center of mass frame. Since the positron predominantly thermalizes before annihilation, its momentum contribution can be neglected relative to that of the electron in almost all cases. [16] .
IV. Highlights of Results
A. Carrier Dynamics in Microcrystalline Silicon
In this work, which is reported in publications [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , we carried out high sensitivity and Details of the femtosecond pump-probe measurements are provided in publications [4] and [5] . Briefly, carriers are excited by a pump pulse 35 fs in duration centered at 800 nm (1.55 eV), and the resulting change in transmittance due to the photoexcited carrier distribution is probed over a range of wavelengths in the near-infrared using a compressed femtosecond whitelight continuum. Measurements were made over a range of initial carrier excitation densities of ~ 10 18 to 10 19 cm -3 . In all samples, photoexcitation of carriers resulted in a net induced absorbance signal. In the small signal limit, the differential transmittance measurements are expected to be proportional to the photoinduced carrier population, and the time course of the signal reflects the dynamics of the photoexcited carrier distribution.
Analysis of the time-resolved measurements on the microcrystalline materials (discussed in more detail in publications [4] and [7] ) revealed three components in the response, corresponding to a carrier population that undergoes a simple exponential decay with time constant τ = 240 fs, a carrier population that undergoes bimolecular recombination, and a long- Si:H are presented in publications [8] and [12] . The time-resolved THz measurements discussed in section IV.C below provide complementary insight into carrier localization dynamics in these materials.
Thin films samples for these studies were grown on glass substrates by the hot-wire chemical vapor deposition (HWCVD) technique by Dr. Brent Nelson at NREL. Time-resolved differential transmittance measurements were carried out using the pump-probe technique, in which carriers are excited well above the band gap via two-photon absorption of a 35 fs pump pulse centered at 800 nm, and the resulting change in transmittance due to the photoexcited carrier distribution is probed at both sub-gap and above-gap transition energies using a compressed femtosecond white-light continuum. Accompanying time-resolved optical measurements on a-Si x Ge 1-x :H as a function of composition were also carried out as a part of these studies.
The time-resolved measurements were interpreted using a multi-component analysis.
Rapid, subpicosecond relaxation components and their associated spectroscopic signatures were detected in our high time resolution measurements, in addition to the population dynamics on picosecond and longer time scales corresponding to previously documented bimolecular 
C. Time-Resolved THz Studies of Carrier Trapping
In this work, which is reported in publications [10] and [12] , we carried out femtosecond time-resolved studies of the photoexcited carrier response in the far-infrared spectral range in PECVD a-Si:H and a-SiGe:H thin films. These experiments are carried out using the optical pump / terahertz (THz) probe technique described in section III above, in which a femtosecond pump pulse excites carriers in the sample and a time-delayed probe pulse measures the resulting change in the far-infrared optical properties as a function of time delay following the excitation.
These measurements are sensitive to carrier processes at low energy, corresponding to a range of approximately 1 -10 meV, a key energy scale in these materials. Optical pump / THz probe measurements were carried out over a range of initial excitation densities. As shown in publication [10] , the measurements are quantitatively modeled in terms of a time-dependent conductivity that includes both the time-dependent mobility and the population loss due to bimolecular recombination. We find that carrier trapping, which occurs over a distribution of time scales, is largely complete within picoseconds in the amorphous thin film materials, and the time course of the dynamics is specific to the detailed material properties.
Frequency-resolved measurements of the far-infrared response of the photoexcited carrier distribution show a strongly non-Drude behavior reflecting the influence of the disorder on the conductivity.
D. Positron Annihilation Spectroscopy of Defects
Depth dependent positron annihilation spectroscopy was used to study open volume type defects in amorphous and microcrystalline Si thin films prepared at United Solar Systems Corp.
This work was reported in publication [16] . form that is compatible with multiple characterization techniques would be promising for developing a more detailed understanding of the light-soaking effects.
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PAS was used to study defects in solid-phase epitaxial Si regrown from ion-beam amorphized layers (materials from Caltech) in work reported in publications [13] and [14] .
Silicon single crystal wafers were implanted with boron, phosphorous and both P and B ions after pre-amorphization with 29 Si ions. Recrystallization was then performed to several depths by annealing at 600 C for different times (solid phase epitaxy SPE). The regrowth process was monitored by in situ time resolved reflectivity (TRR) measurements. The samples were examined by positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) to observe open volume type defects. To increase the depth resolution of the technique, thin 34 nm layers were etched off alternating with positron measurements. The recrystallization of the amorphized layer could clearly be observed.
Defects in the end of range region could not be removed in the annealing steps. The regrowth process is different depending on the species of implanted ion. P implantation appears to result in recrystallizations closest to pre implantation conditions. It was observed that oxygen atoms are transferred into the implantation region from primary ion recoils. During the annealing Ovacancy complexes are formed.
Finally, PAS measurements were also carried under this subcontract on GaInNAs materials from NREL. This work is reported in publications [18] and [19] . 
